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The Scandinavian Early Modern World explores the early modern colonialism,
globalization, and modernity in Scandinavia, along with its colonies, and its role in the
shaping of the modern world. Scandinavians played an active role in early modern
globalization and were present as traders, as colonialists, and as consumers in
competition and collaboration with indigenous agents and other colonial actors in
America, Africa, and India. This story is rarely told. The joint study of history, historical
landscape, and material culture, from a Scandinavian vantage point, provides for a
comprehensive and original interpretation of the birth of globalization and modernity.
New perspectives and data are presented, deepening and challenging our knowledge
of the long seventeenth century. In-depth analysis of case studies, encompassing four
continents and their material entanglement, makes this book a unique contribution to
historical archaeology. The Scandinavian Early Modern World aims at students and
scholars of anthropology, archaeology, and history, alike, taking interest in the global
connections of the long seventeenth century and the role of Scandinavia in that
process.
A startling narrative revealing the impressive medical and surgical advances that
quickly developed as solutions to the horrors unleashed by World War I. The Great War
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of 1914-1918 burst on the European scene with a brutality to mankind not yet
witnessed by the civilized world. Modern warfare was no longer the stuff of chivalry and
honor; it was a mutilative, deadly, and humbling exercise to wipe out the very presence
of humanity. Suddenly, thousands upon thousands of maimed, beaten, and bleeding
men surged into aid stations and hospitals with injuries unimaginable in their scope and
destruction. Doctors scrambled to find some way to salvage not only life but limb. The
Great War and the Birth of Modern Medicine provides a startling and graphic account of
the efforts of teams of doctors and researchers to quickly develop medical and surgical
solutions. Those problems of gas gangrene, hemorrhagic shock, gas poisoning, brain
trauma, facial disfigurement, broken bones, and broken spirits flooded hospital beds,
stressing caregivers and prompting medical innovations that would last far beyond the
Armistice of 1918 and would eventually provide the backbone of modern medical
therapy. Thomas Helling’s description of events that shaped refinements of medical
care is a riveting account of the ingenuity and resourcefulness of men and women to
deter the total destruction of the human body and human mind. His tales of surgical
daring, industrial collaboration, scientific discovery, and utter compassion provide an
understanding of the horror that laid a foundation for the medical wonders of today. The
marvels of resuscitation, blood transfusion, brain surgery, X-rays, and bone setting all
had their beginnings on the battlefields of France. The influenza contagion in 1918 was
an ominous forerunner of the frightening pandemic of 2020-2021. For anyone curious
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about the true terrors of war and the miracles of modern medicine, this is a must read.
The revered New York Times bestselling author traces the development of technology
from the Industrial Age to the Digital Age to explore the single component crucial to
advancement—precision—in a superb history that is both an homage and a warning for
our future. The rise of manufacturing could not have happened without an attention to
precision. At the dawn of the Industrial Revolution in eighteenth-century England,
standards of measurement were established, giving way to the development of
machine tools—machines that make machines. Eventually, the application of precision
tools and methods resulted in the creation and mass production of items from guns and
glass to mirrors, lenses, and cameras—and eventually gave way to further
breakthroughs, including gene splicing, microchips, and the Hadron Collider. Simon
Winchester takes us back to origins of the Industrial Age, to England where he
introduces the scientific minds that helped usher in modern production: John Wilkinson,
Henry Maudslay, Joseph Bramah, Jesse Ramsden, and Joseph Whitworth. It was
Thomas Jefferson who later exported their discoveries to the fledgling United States,
setting the nation on its course to become a manufacturing titan. Winchester moves
forward through time, to today’s cutting-edge developments occurring around the
world, from America to Western Europe to Asia. As he introduces the minds and
methods that have changed the modern world, Winchester explores fundamental
questions. Why is precision important? What are the different tools we use to measure
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it? Who has invented and perfected it? Has the pursuit of the ultra-precise in so many
facets of human life blinded us to other things of equal value, such as an appreciation
for the age-old traditions of craftsmanship, art, and high culture? Are we missing
something that reflects the world as it is, rather than the world as we think we would
wish it to be? And can the precise and the natural co-exist in society?
The Black Death. Cholera. Spanish flu. Swine flu. HIV/AIDS. COVID-19/SARS-CoV-2.
Each of these pandemics has made (or, is making) a lasting impact on humanity. From
the immediate mental image of the beaked masks worn in the Middle Ages (bubonic
plague) and the birth of epidemiology (cholera) to recognizing the benefits of social
distancing (1918 flu) and the harm of prejudice and misinformation (HIV/AIDS),
pandemics have shown us how to survive infectious disease, as long as we heed their
lessons. Preparing for Pandemics in the Modern World, edited by Christine Crudo
Blackburn, brings together experts on pandemic preparedness and biosecurity to
explore areas of weakness in pandemic prevention, preparedness, detection, and
response. Even as COVID-19 makes its way around the world, leaders and
policymakers are tasked with thinking ahead and preparing to effectively respond to the
next such event—which experience shows us to be a matter of “when,” not “if.” Inside,
chapters are divided into sections on the lessons learned from the 1918 influenza
pandemic, the application of the One Health concept, and the role of the private sector
in responding to potentially devastating disease outbreaks. A chapter on the impacts of
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supply chain disruption—in light of COVID-19—and an epilogue that discusses the
current outbreak make Preparing for Pandemics in the Modern World a timely and
accessibly written compilation on pandemic prevention, preparedness, detection, and
response.
HEYDAY brings to life one of the most extraordinary periods in modern history. From
1851, in the space of little more than a decade, the world was reshaped by technology,
trade, mass migration and war. As instantaneous electric communication bridged the
vast gulfs that separated human societies, millions of settlers travelled to the far corners
of the Earth, building vast cities out of nothing in lightning-quick time. A new generation
of fast steamships and railways connected these burgeoning frontier societies,
shrinking the world and creating an interlinked global economy. In the company of
fortune-seekers and ordinary migrants, we journey to these rapidly expanding frontiers,
savouring the frenetic activity and optimism of the boom-towns of the 1850s in
Australia, New Zealand the United States. This is a story not only of rapid progress, but
of the victims of an assurgent West: indigenous peoples who stood in the pathways of
economic expansion, Asian societies engulfed by the forces of modernisation. We join,
among others, Muslim guerrilla fighters in the Caucasus mountains and freelance
empire-builders in the jungles of Nicaragua, British free trade zealots preying on China
and samurai warriors resisting Western incursions in Japan. No less important are the
inventions, discoveries and technologies that powered progress, and the great
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engineering projects that characterised the Victorian heyday, notably the transatlantic
telegraph cable. In a fast-paced, kaleidoscopic narrative, Ben Wilson recreates a time
of explosive energy and dizzying change, a rollercoaster ride of booms and bust,
witnessed through the eyes of the men and women reshaping its frontiers. At the centre
stands Great Britain. The country was the peak of its power between 1851 and the
mid-1860s as it attempted to determine the destinies of hundreds of millions of people.
HEYDAY is a dazzlingly innovative take on a period of extraordinary transformation, a
little-known decade that was fundamental in the making not only of Britain but of the
modern world.
New York Times bestselling author Edward Dolnick brings to light the true story of one
of the most pivotal moments in modern intellectual history—when a group of strange,
tormented geniuses invented science as we know it, and remade our understanding of
the world. Dolnick’s earth-changing story of Isaac Newton, the Royal Society, and the
birth of modern science is at once an entertaining romp through the annals of academic
history, in the vein of Bill Bryson’s A Short History of Nearly Everything, and a
captivating exploration of a defining time for scientific progress, in the tradition of
Richard Holmes’ The Age of Wonder.
Much of the historiography on the age of democratic revolutions has seemed to come
to a halt until recent years. Historians of this period have tried to develop new
explanatory paradigms but there are few that have had a lasting impact. David A. Bell
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and Yair Mintzker seek to break through the narrow views of this period with research
that reaches beyond the traditional geographical and chronological boundaries of the
subject. Rethinking the Age of Revolutions brings together some of the most exciting
and important research now being done on the French Revolutionary era, by prominent
historians from North America and France. Adopting a variety of approaches, and
tackling a wide variety of subjects, such as natural rights in the early modern world, the
birth of celebrity culture and the phenomenon of modern political charisma, among
others, this collection shows the continuing vitality and importance of the field. This is
an important book not only for specialists, but for anyone interested in the origins of
some of the most important issues in the politics and culture of the modern West.
It seems undeniable that Jan de Vries has cast an indelible impression upon the field of
early modern economic history. Utilizing the methods and concepts pioneered by de
Vries, the contributors in this Festschrift display the depth and breadth of his influence,
with applications ranging from trade to architecture, from the Netherlands to China, and
from the 1400s to the present day.
For most of human history, states and regions were connected by long-distance
commerce and war, yet they developed essentially separately. The century after 1750
marked a major shift. An Emerging Modern World, fourth in the six-volume series A
History of the World, charts this transformative period outside the West.
A re-evaluation of Genghis Khan's rise to power examines the reforms the conqueror
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instituted throughout his empire and his uniting of East and West, which set the
foundation for the nation-states and economic systems of the modern era.
A poetic call for mindfulness, creativity, and analog real-world connection in an
increasingly disconnected world from singer-songwriter Valerie June. Maps for the
Modern World is a collection of poems and original illustrations about cultivating
community, awareness, and harmony with our surroundings as we move fearlessly
toward our dreams. I love you Like a fall leaf dancing And twirling in the wind Softly
landing, Returning to the warm earth Rest Make new Begin Again -comfortably
A classic study of fifteen crucial years in the formation of the modern world The Birth of
the Modern has established itself as a new kind of historical work - an examination of
the way the matrix of the modern world was formed. Paul Johnson, one of today's most
popular historians, takes fifteen critical years and subjects them to a fascinatingly
detailed analysis: their geopolitics and politics, their cultural and intellectual life, their
technology and science. He investigates every area of life, in every corner of the world.
And he makes of this huge variety of elements a coherent narrative, told through the
lives and actual words of the age's people - outstanding and ordinary - so that the
reader feels he was there.
A magisterial account of how the cultural and maritime relationships between the
British, Dutch and American territories changed the existing world order – and made the
Industrial Revolution possible Between 1500 and 1800, the North Sea region overtook
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the Mediterranean as the most dynamic part of the world. At its core the Anglo-Dutch
relationship intertwined close alliance and fierce antagonism to intense creative effect.
But a precondition for the Industrial Revolution was also the establishment in British
North America of a unique type of colony – for the settlement of people and culture,
rather than the extraction of things. England’s republican revolution of 1649–53 was a
spectacular attempt to change social, political and moral life in the direction pioneered
by the Dutch. In this wide-angled and arresting book Jonathan Scott argues that it was
also a turning point in world history. In the revolution’s wake, competition with the
Dutch transformed the military-fiscal and naval resources of the state. One result was a
navally protected Anglo-American trading monopoly. Within this context, more than a
century later, the Industrial Revolution would be triggered by the alchemical power of
American shopping
In this impressive and ambitious survey Dr Bayly studies the rise, apogee and decline
of what has come to be called `the Second British Empire' -- the great expansion of
British dominion overseas (particularly in Asia and the Middle East) during the French
Revolutionary and Napoleonic era that, coming between the loss of America and the
subsequent partition of Africa, constitutes the central phase of British imperial history.
This book tells the story of how the modern country of India came into existence.
Readers will fascinatingly trace the ancient political struggles, along with the more
recent struggles that lead to India becoming a colony of Great Britain and eventually an
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independent country. Readers will also learn about the people and cultures who
impacted the country's development.
For over a century, Karl Marx’s critique of capitalism has been a crucial resource for
social movements. Now, recent economic crises have made it imperative for us to
comprehend and actualize Marx’s ideas. But without a knowledge of Karl Marx’s life
as he lived it, neither Marx nor his works can be fully understood. There are more than
twenty-five comprehensive biographies of Marx, but none of them consider his life and
work in equal, corresponding measure. This biography, planned for three volumes,
aims to include what most biographies have reduced to mere background: the
contemporary conflicts, struggles, and disputes that engaged Marx at the time of his
writings, alongside his complex relationships with a varied assortment of friends and
opponents. This first volume will deal extensively with Marx’s youth in Trier and his
studies in Bonn and Berlin. It will also examine the function of poetry in his intellectual
development and his first occupation with Hegelian philosophy and with the so-called
“young Hegelians” in his 1841 Dissertation. Already during this period, there were
crises as well as breaks in Marx’s intellectual development that prompted Marx to give
up projects and re-conceptualize his critical enterprise. This volume is the beginning of
an astoundingly dimensional look at Karl Marx – a study of a complex life and body of
work through the neglected issues, events, and people that helped comprise both. It is
destined to become a classic.
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‘Mark Harrison's book illuminates the threats posed by infectious diseases since 1500. He
places these diseases within an international perspective, and demonstrates the relationship
between European expansion and changing epidemiological patterns. The book is a significant
introduction to a fascinating subject.’ Gerald N. Grob, Rutgers State University In this lively
and accessible book, Mark Harrison charts the history of disease from the birth of the modern
world around 1500 through to the present day. He explores how the rise of modern nationstates was closely linked to the threat posed by disease, and particularly infectious, epidemic
diseases. He examines the ways in which disease and its treatment and prevention, changed
over the centuries, under the impact of the Renaissance and the Enlightenment, and with the
advent of scientific medicine. For the first time, the author integrates the history of disease in
the West with a broader analysis of the rise of the modern world, as it was transformed by
commerce, slavery, and colonial rule. Disease played a vital role in this process, easing
European domination in some areas, limiting it in others. Harrison goes on to show how a new
environment was produced in which poverty and education rather than geography became the
main factors in the distribution of disease. Assuming no prior knowledge of the history of
disease, Disease and the Modern World provides an invaluable introduction to one of the
richest and most important areas of history. It will be essential reading for all undergraduates
and postgraduates taking courses in the history of disease and medicine, and for anyone
interested in how disease has shaped, and has been shaped by, the modern world.
An illuminating history of how religious belief lost its uncontested status in the West This
landmark book traces the history of belief in the Christian West from the Middle Ages to the
Enlightenment, revealing for the first time how a distinctively modern category of belief came
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into being. Ethan Shagan focuses not on what people believed, which is the normal concern of
Reformation history, but on the more fundamental question of what people took belief to be.
Shagan shows how religious belief enjoyed a special prestige in medieval Europe, one that set
it apart from judgment, opinion, and the evidence of the senses. But with the outbreak of the
Protestant Reformation, the question of just what kind of knowledge religious belief was—and
how it related to more mundane ways of knowing—was forced into the open. As the warring
churches fought over the answer, each claimed belief as their exclusive possession, insisting
that their rivals were unbelievers. Shagan challenges the common notion that modern belief
was a gift of the Reformation, showing how it was as much a reaction against Luther and
Calvin as it was against the Council of Trent. He describes how dissidents on both sides came
to regard religious belief as something that needed to be justified by individual judgment,
evidence, and argument. Brilliantly illuminating, The Birth of Modern Belief demonstrates how
belief came to occupy such an ambivalent place in the modern world, becoming the essential
category by which we express our judgments about science, society, and the sacred, but at the
expense of the unique status religion once enjoyed.
“Timely . . . brilliant . . . hugely enjoyable, magnificently researched and deeply
absorbing.”—Jason Goodwin, New York Times Book Review At midnight, December 31, 1925,
citizens of the newly proclaimed Turkish Republic celebrated the New Year. For the first time
ever, they had agreed to use a nationally unified calendar and clock. Yet in Istanbul—an ancient
crossroads and Turkey's largest city—people were looking toward an uncertain future. Never
purely Turkish, Istanbul was home to generations of Greeks, Armenians, and Jews, as well as
Muslims. It welcomed White Russian nobles ousted by the Russian Revolution, Bolshevik
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assassins on the trail of the exiled Leon Trotsky, German professors, British diplomats, and
American entrepreneurs—a multicultural panoply of performers and poets, do-gooders and
ne’er-do-wells. During the Second World War, thousands of Jews fleeing occupied Europe
found passage through Istanbul, some with the help of the future Pope John XXIII. At the Pera
Palace, Istanbul's most luxurious hotel, so many spies mingled in the lobby that the manager
posted a sign asking them to relinquish their seats to paying guests. In beguiling prose and rich
character portraits, Charles King brings to life a remarkable era when a storied city stumbled
into the modern world and reshaped the meaning of cosmopolitanism.
Keen to learn but short on time? Get to grips with the history of the Industrial Revolution in next
to no time with this concise guide. 50Minutes.com provides a clear and engaging analysis of
the Industrial Revolution. In the second half of the 18th century, industrial production in Britain
skyrocketed, resulting in profound economic and social changes. The technical developments
responsible for this dizzying progress soon spread across Europe and the USA, changing the
face of society in these countries. The Industrial Revolution shaped the modern world, and
continues to have a major impact on our lives today. In just 50 minutes you will: • Learn about
key figures in the Industrial Revolution, including James Watt and Thomas Edison • Find out
about the main developments that took place in this period and their impact on industrial
production • Analyse the economic and social consequences of the Industrial Revolution,
including urban poverty and a rising birth rate ABOUT 50MINUTES.COM | History & Culture
50MINUTES.COM will enable you to quickly understand the main events, people, conflicts and
discoveries from world history that have shaped the world we live in today. Our publications
present the key information on a wide variety of topics in a quick and accessible way that is
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guaranteed to save you time on your journey of discovery.
A dazzling new history of the irrepressible demographic changes and mass migrations that
have made and unmade nations, continents, and empires The rise and fall of the British
Empire; the emergence of America as a superpower; the ebb and flow of global challenges
from Nazi Germany, Imperial Japan, and Soviet Russia. These are the headlines of history, but
they cannot be properly grasped without understanding the role that population has played.
The Human Tide shows how periods of rapid population transition--a phenomenon that first
emerged in the British Isles but gradually spread across the globe--shaped the course of world
history. Demography--the study of population--is the key to unlocking an understanding of the
world we live in and how we got here. Demographic changes explain why the Arab Spring
came and went, how China rose so meteorically, and why Britain voted for Brexit and America
for Donald Trump. Sweeping from Europe to the Americas, China, East Asia, the Middle East,
and North Africa, The Human Tide is a panoramic view of the sheer power of numbers.
A panoramic global history of the nineteenth century A monumental history of the nineteenth
century, The Transformation of the World offers a panoramic and multifaceted portrait of a
world in transition. Jürgen Osterhammel, an eminent scholar who has been called the Braudel
of the nineteenth century, moves beyond conventional Eurocentric and chronological accounts
of the era, presenting instead a truly global history of breathtaking scope and towering
erudition. He examines the powerful and complex forces that drove global change during the
"long nineteenth century," taking readers from New York to New Delhi, from the Latin American
revolutions to the Taiping Rebellion, from the perils and promise of Europe's transatlantic labor
markets to the hardships endured by nomadic, tribal peoples across the planet. Osterhammel
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describes a world increasingly networked by the telegraph, the steamship, and the railways.
He explores the changing relationship between human beings and nature, looks at the
importance of cities, explains the role slavery and its abolition played in the emergence of new
nations, challenges the widely held belief that the nineteenth century witnessed the triumph of
the nation-state, and much more. This is the highly anticipated English edition of the
spectacularly successful and critically acclaimed German book, which is also being translated
into Chinese, Polish, Russian, and French. Indispensable for any historian, The Transformation
of the World sheds important new light on this momentous epoch, showing how the nineteenth
century paved the way for the global catastrophes of the twentieth century, yet how it also gave
rise to pacifism, liberalism, the trade union, and a host of other crucial developments.
In this captivating double life, Adam Gopnik searches for the men behind the icons of
emancipation and evolution. Born by cosmic coincidence on the same day in 1809 and
separated by an ocean, Lincoln and Darwin coauthored our sense of history and our
understanding of man’s place in the world. Here Gopnik reveals these two men as they really
were: family men and social climbers, ambitious manipulators and courageous adventurers,
grieving parents and brilliant scholars. Above all we see them as thinkers and writers, making
and witnessing the great changes in thought that mark truly modern times.
“Freeman’s rich and ambitious Behemoth depicts a world in retreat that still looms large in the
national imagination.… More than an economic history, or a chronicle of architectural feats and
labor movements.”—Jennifer Szalai, New York Times In an accessible and timely work of
scholarship, celebrated historian Joshua B. Freeman tells the story of the factory and
examines how it has reflected both our dreams and our nightmares of industrialization and
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social change. He whisks readers from the early textile mills that powered the Industrial
Revolution to the factory towns of New England to today’s behemoths making sneakers, toys,
and cellphones in China and Vietnam. Behemoth offers a piercing perspective on how factories
have shaped our societies and the challenges we face now.
Explores the far-reaching impact of the ancient Greek historian Thucydides on modern
historiography, political theory and international relations.
This book offers an interdisciplinary view of American culture in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. Using the conventions of historical study, Stanley Corkin draws out the
ways in which the works of writers and filmmakers from 1885 to 1925 shaped and were shaped
by the business, politics, and social life of the period. Corkin traces the entrance of the United
States into the modern age by considering the historical dimension of cinema and literary
aesthetics: first of realism, then naturalism, and finally modernism. He begins with the work of
writer William Dean Howells and the advent of American cinema under the stewardship of
Thomas Edison, arguing that realism was complexly involved in Progressive political and
economic reform. Next, analyses of Theodore Dreiser's novel Sister Carrie and the films of the
Edison Company's star director, Edwin S. Porter, detail the relationships of naturalism to the
increasingly abstract presentation of the material commodity through mass marketing. The
study culminates with an examination of the parallels between Ernest Hemingway's In Our
Time and the D. W. Griffith film The Birth of a Nation. These two modernist works, Corkin
contends, illustrate strategies of expression that attempt to move the material commodity away
from its economic base and into a pristine, apolitical realm. These literary and cinematic works
both reflect and participate in the economic, political, and social reorganization of American life
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from the top down. The result, Corkin concludes, is a world in which a conception of a human
being is asserted as differing little from that of a machine, a tree, or an animal.
This fast-paced survey of Western civilization’s transition from the Middle Ages to modernity
brings that tumultuous period vividly to life. Carlos Eire, popular professor and gifted writer,
chronicles the two-hundred-year era of the Renaissance and Reformation with particular
attention to issues that persist as concerns in the present day. Eire connects the Protestant
and Catholic Reformations in new and profound ways, and he demonstrates convincingly that
this crucial turning point in history not only affected people long gone, but continues to shape
our world and define who we are today. The book focuses on the vast changes that took place
in Western civilization between 1450 and 1650, from Gutenberg’s printing press and the
subsequent revolution in the spread of ideas to the close of the Thirty Years’ War. Eire
devotes equal attention to the various Protestant traditions and churches as well as to
Catholicism, skepticism, and secularism, and he takes into account the expansion of European
culture and religion into other lands, particularly the Americas and Asia. He also underscores
how changes in religion transformed the Western secular world. A book created with students
and nonspecialists in mind, Reformations is an inspiring, provocative volume for any reader
who is curious about the role of ideas and beliefs in history.
This book is a thematic history of the world from 1780, the pivotal year of the revolutionary age,
to the outbreak of the First World War in 1914. It brings together historical data and arguments
from different societies in order to show how interconnected the world was, even before the
onset of modern globalization. "The Birth of the Modern World, 1780-1914 demonstrates how
events in Asia, Africa, and South America, from the decline of the eighteenth-century Islamic
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empires to the anti-European Boxer rebellion of 1900 in China, had a direct impact on
European and American history. Conversely, it sketches the "ripple effects" of crises such as
the European revolutions and the American Civil War. The book also considers the great
themes of the nineteenth-century world: the rise of the modern state, industrialization,
liberalism, and the progress of world religions. Engaging and original, this book both
challenges and complements the dominant regional and national approaches traditionally
adopted by historians.
The Middle East in Modern World History focuses on the history of this region over the past
200 years. It examines how global trends during this period shaped the Middle East and how
these trends were affected by the region’s development. Three trends from the past two
centuries are highlighted: The region as a strategic conduit between East and West The
development of the region's natural resources, especially oil The impact of a rapidly globalizing
world economy on the Middle East
In the closing decades of the nineteenth century, college-age Latter-day Saints began
undertaking a remarkable intellectual pilgrimage to the nation's elite universities, including
Harvard, Columbia, Michigan, Chicago, and Stanford. Thomas W. Simpson chronicles the
academic migration of hundreds of LDS students from the 1860s through the late 1930s, when
church authority J. Reuben Clark Jr., himself a product of the Columbia University Law School,
gave a reactionary speech about young Mormons' search for intellectual cultivation. Clark's
leadership helped to set conservative parameters that in large part came to characterize
Mormon intellectual life. At the outset, Mormon women and men were purposefully dispatched
to such universities to "gather the world's knowledge to Zion." Simpson, drawing on
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unpublished diaries, among other materials, shows how LDS students commonly described
American universities as egalitarian spaces that fostered a personally transformative sense of
freedom to explore provisional reconciliations of Mormon and American identities and religious
and scientific perspectives. On campus, Simpson argues, Mormon separatism died and a new,
modern Mormonism was born: a Mormonism at home in the United States but at odds with
itself. Fierce battles among Mormon scholars and church leaders ensued over scientific
thought, progressivism, and the historicity of Mormonism's sacred past. The scars and
controversy, Simpson concludes, linger.
A concise account of how revolutions made modern China and helped shape the modern world
China’s emergence as a twenty-first-century global economic, cultural, and political power is
often presented as a story of what Chinese leader Xi Jinping calls the nation’s “great
rejuvenation,” a story narrated as the return of China to its “rightful” place at the center of the
world. In China’s Revolutions in the Modern World, historian Rebecca E. Karl argues that
China’s contemporary emergence is best seen not as a “return,” but rather as the product of
revolutionary and counter-revolutionary activity and imaginings. From the Taipings in the midnineteenth century through nationalist, anti-imperialist, cultural, and socialist revolutions to
today’s capitalist-inflected Communist State, modern China has been made in intellectual
dissonance and class struggle, in mass democratic movements and global war, in socialism
and anti-socialism, in repression and conflict by multiple generations of Chinese people
mobilized to seize history and make the future in their own name. Through China’s successive
revolutions, the contours of our contemporary world have taken shape. This brief interpretive
history shows how.
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"Originally published in Great Britain by Macmillan, an imprint of Pan Macmillan, a division of
Macmillan Publishers Limited, London, in 2014, and subsequently published in hardcover in
the United States by Pantheon Books, a division of Penguin Random House LLC, in
2015"--Title page verso.

“Compact and immensely readable . . . a tour de force. Prepare to be amazed.”
John C. Bogle, Founder and Former CEO, The Vanguard Group Bernstein is
widely respected as author of the bestseller, The Intelligent Asset Allocator
Identifies and explains the four conditions necessary for human progress
The dynamic but little-known story of how archives came to shape and be
shaped by European culture and society
As early modern Europe launched its multiple projects of global empire, it
simultaneously embarked on an ambitious program of describing and picturing
the world. The shapes and meanings of the extraordinary global images that
emerged from this process form the subject of this highly original and richly
textured study of cultural geography. Inventing Exoticism draws on a vast range
of sources from history, literature, science, and art to describe the energetic and
sustained international engagements that gave birth to our modern conceptions
of exoticism and globalism. Illustrated with more than two hundred images of
engravings, paintings, ceramics, and more, Inventing Exoticism shows, in vivid
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example and persuasive detail, how Europeans came to see and understand the
world at an especially critical juncture of imperial imagination. At the turn to the
eighteenth century, European markets were flooded by books and artifacts that
described or otherwise evoked non-European realms: histories and
ethnographies of overseas kingdoms, travel narratives and decorative maps,
lavishly produced tomes illustrating foreign flora and fauna, and numerous
decorative objects in the styles of distant cultures. Inventing Exoticism
meticulously analyzes these, while further identifying the particular role of the
Dutch—"Carryers of the World," as Defoe famously called them—in the business of
exotica. The form of early modern exoticism that sold so well, as this book
shows, originated not with expansion-minded imperialists of London and Paris,
but in the canny ateliers of Holland. By scrutinizing these materials from the
perspectives of both producers and consumers—and paying close attention to
processes of cultural mediation—Inventing Exoticism interrogates traditional
postcolonial theories of knowledge and power. It proposes a wholly revisionist
understanding of geography in a pivotal age of expansion and offers a crucial
historical perspective on our own global culture as it engages in a mediasaturated world.
The sequel and companion volume to C.A. Bayly's ground-breaking The Birth of
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the Modern World, 1780-1914, this wide-ranging and sophisticated study
explores global history since the First World War, offering a coherent,
comparative overview of developments in politics, economics, and society at
large. Written by one of the leading historians of his generation, an early
intellectual leader in the study of World History Weaves a clear narrative history
that explores the themes of politics, economics, social, cultural, and intellectual
life throughout the long twentieth century Identifies the themes of state, capital,
and communication as key drivers of change on a global scale in the last century,
and explores the impact of those ideas Interrogates whether warfare was really
the pre-eminent driving force of twentieth-century history, and what other ideas
shaped the course of history in this period Explores the causes behind the
resurgence of local conflict, rather than global-scale conflict, in the years since
the turn of the millennium Delves into the narrative of inequality, a story that has
shaped and been shaped by the events of the last hundred years
Meritocracy: the idea that people should be advanced according to their talents
rather than their birth. While this initially seemed like a novel concept, by the end
of the twentieth century it had become the world's ruling ideology. How did this
happen, and why is meritocracy now under attack from both right and left? In The
Aristocracy of Talent, esteemed journalist and historian Adrian Wooldridge traces
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the history of meritocracy forged by the politicians and officials who introduced
the revolutionary principle of open competition, the psychologists who devised
methods for measuring natural mental abilities, and the educationalists who built
ladders of educational opportunity. He looks outside western cultures and shows
what transformative effects it has had everywhere it has been adopted, especially
once women were brought into the meritocratic system. Wooldridge also shows
how meritocracy has now become corrupted and argues that the recent stalling
of social mobility is the result of failure to complete the meritocratic revolution.
Rather than abandoning meritocracy, he says, we should call for its renewal.
A popular history of the decade after Waterloo finds in it the seeds of the modern
world, such as the establishment of constitutional democracy, international law,
and other new ideas
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